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ON SUBCLASSES OF UNIVALENT FUNCTIONS 
WITH NEGATIVE COEFFICIENTS

Osman Altintas and Shigeyoshi Owa

Abstract

In this work we obtain inequalities for coefficients re
laxed to functions belonging ro rwo subclasses of univalenr 
functions with negative coefficients, bounds for the mo
dulus of these functions and their derivatives, and the 
extreme points of these classes. We also show an applica
tion of functions belonging to these classes to the fractional 
calculus.

1. Introduction

Let A denote the class of functions of the form

(1.1) f(z) = z + S anznn=2

which are analytic in the unit disk E={z : \z\ < 1}. Then 
a function belonging to A is said to be starlike of 
order a if and only if

(1.2)
1 JS) 1
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for some a (0Wa< 1), and for all zUE・ We denote by 
S*(a) the subclass of A consisting of all starlike functions 
of order a in 바ie unit disk E. Further, . a function f (z) 
belonging to A is said to be convex of order a if and only 
if

（L3）昭1 +号等｝〉a 

Also we denote 
functions which

the form

(an 在 0).

((坦 d VL)

(0MYD.

for some a (0 a? < 1), and for all z^E. 
by K((乂) the subclass of A consisting of 
are convex of order(X in the unit disk E.

Let T be the subclass of A consisting of

(1.4) y(z)=z-L anznn=2

Further^ let

(1.5) 7牛(a) = S*(a)「)T 

and

(L 6) C(a) = K(0)"

The classes T*(cx) and C(ot) were introduced by Silver- 
man [3]・

Let T(2, a) be the subclass of T consisting of functions 
which satisfy the condition

(1 7) Re\_________ ____ _____________

for some a (0 2 (0 < 1), and for all zuE.
Let C(% a) denote the subclass of T consisting of all 

fu교ctions satisfying the following condition
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n oa oJ 产(Z)W(Z)卜
5) 网尸(痂由¥) I〉。

for some a (0 * a <〔 1), 2 (0 2 < 1), and for all zUE.
Note that T(0, tx) = T*(o!)and C(0q) = C(a), and that 

jf(z)uC(爲 a) if and only if zj"(z)wT(Aa).
Silverman [3] has obtained coefficient inequalities, extreme 

points for the classes T(0, ol) and C(0, ai), 나｝e radii of con
vexity of functions in the class T(0,(X), and the order of 
of sta히ikeness of functions in C(0, a).

In the present paper, the results by Silverman [3] are 
generalized to the classes 7(爲 a) and C(2, ol).

2. Modulus of function in T(x, a) and <7(2, a)

We begin with the statement and the proof of the follow
ing result.

Theorem 1. A function f(,z) defined by (L4) is in the 
class 7(2, a) if and only if

8
(2.1) £ (此一—a + Ka)%!冬 1一tv.

k=2

The result (2.1) is sharp.

Proof. Suppose that WT(爲 a). Then we have from 
(L7) that

(2-2) 屁旧;(츠如司｝

f 1 —s na„zK-1 1
= Re ——丁匸크----------

1 1—E (^n+1 —^)ansB~1」
n=2

> a.
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If we choose z real and let z->l~9 we get

(2.3)

.8
1-L nan

，，=2 目a8 --
1一S (An +1一

n=2

which is equivalent to (2.1).
Conversely, suppose that (2.1) holds true. Then, adding

oo
—(1一d) (加+ 1—次)％

n-2

to both sides of (2.1), we obtain
8 8

(2.4) (LT)一£ (由一(丄一0£)(丄-* (診+고-次)£&)・

On the other hand, we see that

(2. 5) 2zff(z) + (l-2)f(z) 1

8
(1一2) S (花一l)a，"T

n=2

1-S (加+1— 
n~2

(1 —人)2j(72 — 1)知

1 —S (人九+1—人) 
n~2

It follows from (2.4) that the last expression in (2.5) is 
bounded above by (1 一d). This implies jf(z)WZ(爲 a).

Finally, taking the function

(2.6) 느為质矿 (空 2),

We can show that the result (2.1) is sharp.
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Corollary 1. If (爲 a), then

1一a （心 2）.(2.7) an — ,

The equality in (2. 7) holds for the function f(z、) defined 
by (2.6).

Theorem 2. A function defined by (1.4) is in the 
class C(N, Q)if and only if

(2. 8) S n{n — Idn — a! + lCL)an 冬 1 —a. 
n=2

The result (2.8) is sharp.

Hrggt. NEm 난］at (兀 &) and Guly rf (z)U
T(27 cy). Hence, replacing an by nan in Theorem 1, we have 
the inequality (2. 8). Furthermore, the result (2. 8) is sharp 
for the function

(2.9) /(z)=z ——7一一一尸“ 对 J 食 2).
n{n — loin — ol-\- Iol)

Corollary 2. If J「(z)uC(人a), then

고一 a(2.10) %=구 门(门—人仪门―a+za) (n 互 2).

The equality in (2.10) holds for the function fQz) defined 
by (2.9).

Applying Theorem 1, we prove

Theorem 3. If a), then

<2-11) _ 老£그쓴五 户 W I /(.) I W r+蔵£그쯘&
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and

3 ―皇늤쓰了"亦1 +爰늕生,

for I히 = 尸＜1. The equalities in (2.11) and (2.12) hold 
for the function

(2.13) 느齢尻

Proof. In view of Theorem 1, we have

(2.14) (2一 ；以一a)勇 an S {n~~lan+ka—a}an M l-a
n-2 n=2

or

(2.15) 으= 〜 v~ 1一a 
스2 " = 2Ta_a •

Using (2.15), we obtain

(2.16) *) 匡 I이 + 可夺w+須늕쓰/

and

(2.17) '-一 ' ' ' ' n i 2—旭一 a

Next, it follows from (2.1) and (2.15) that

(2.18)
8 _으

(1 — 2a)2； ?【an W 1 — a+(l—人)an 
m=2 m=2

or

(2.19) Mm麥늠%. 
n=2 Z—■ aOC — a

This derives that

(2.20) /伝)匡1+1이如“任+妾늤으小
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and

(2. 21) 一#는으스r.
n=2 L—lOL—d

Further, with the help of Theorem 2, we have

Theorem 4. If r(z)EC(爲 a), then

(2.22) 尸一如歹丄Z쯔乙7/2 冬| /'(z)匡 尸+灭殺日쯔7寸"2
久 z—s—a) 2(z—2a—a)

and

(2 23) —苓宀，듸 产 ⑴ 匡 1+ &늤常戶

lor I잉 =尸＜〔丄・ The equalities in (2.22) and (2.23) hold fur 
the function

(2.24) (z) = z 一2修&읍五尹•

Proof. Since y*(z)uC(爲 a) if and only if s須'(z) WT(爲 a),
(2.23) follows from (2.11). By using (2. 8), we have

(2 25) 畠队 兰玄/자、•

Therefore, we can see that

(2. 26) I •广(z) Ml 이 + I 이2 Xan^r+ -小一戶
m=2 XCt — Cx )

and

(2. 27) L/"(~)I = L이 I이 亞 % = 尸 2(2—2a—a)
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3. Properties of a） and。（爲 a）

By using Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, we prove

Theorem 5. If f（z）uC（為 a）, then

於）紀峰生膈）.
The result is sharp with the extremal function 須（z） 융iven 
by （2.24）.

Proof. By virtue of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, we have 
to show that if

then

（3.1） v- n｛n—kan+la — a） 〃 vi
乙----- 1— ------------%仝丄n=2 1一OL

（3.2） yy n 一（ 2n 一 2 + 1） ｛（2—2人 a）/（3 ―人 a—Z一a）｝ v 1
n=2 1 ——（2——2Za）/（3一2.（x—2.—a） n ~

In order to show the above, we must have the following 
inequality

（3.3） 72 —（人也一』+1） ｛（2—2Za）/（3—M（义一人—a）｝
1— （2—2』a）/ （3一人 a一2—ex）

V 亢（7z—，Za7z+Za — a）
= l~a

for死兰2. But the above inequality is equivalent to

（3.4） （1 一;1）（1 一人a）（?/2一3tz+2）纟 0 （n^2）

which is always true. Hence we complete the proof of 
Theorem 5.

Next, we prove
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Theorem 6. If f(z)d(為 a), then f(z)GC(29 0) 
disk I히〈户I C L where

in the

(3.5) ry 拦.

The result is sharp with the extremal function f(z) 
by (2. 6).

given

Proof. With the aid of Theorem 1, we have

zq W n一4- 2o! — ol 〈-I 1(3.6) L------------------------

for WT(爲 a). It is clear that 六z) WC(崩,0) if

(3.7) <1.

If

(3.8)

8
(1 — 2) E n(n — l)an\z\n~^1

«=2
--------------------冬］

8
1— £”z(l +加一人)

m=2

or

(3.9) I； 性 S［에 W 1, 
n~2

then (3. 7) 
satisfied if

holds true. Therefore, we see that (3.7) i뚆

(3.10) 7事히鈴t m 如一如s+人a—a
1—a

(3.11) M( n—3oin+%)i — a
1.一 a
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Theorem 7. Let

(3. 12)

and

fAz)=z

(3.13) J，e）=k 点爲t z” （心 2）.

Then a) if and only if

(3.14) /3)=史么尤(z),
K=1
co

where kn^ 0 and £ 如=1・
n=l

Proof. Suppose that (3.14) is satisfied. Then we have

where

(3.15) kn——£二쓱-------- z”
n=2 n—，人 一a
8

= Z-S anzn, n=2

It follows from (3.16) that

(3.16) 二느月씄二石 （心 2）.

(3.17) W、n—lan-Vla—a z, , z. t£------- 1二a— 么=1一施 w1-

This implies that 六2)成「(人,a) with the help of Theorem 1.
Conversely, suppose that /(s：)eT(2,Then, by Theo

rem 1, we may put

我•교 d

(3.18) 如=으二쯔쁜쓰二으% （心2）
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(3.19) 名=1—艺歸
k=2

Consequently, we can see that

8
(3.20) 須(z) = z-* a*

n=2

=z-s kn—r丄m으—沒 
n=2 〃一시! — (X

8
=Z知尤(z)M-l

which completes the proof of Theorem 7.

With the help of Theorem 7, we have

Corollary 3. The extreme points of TQ, a) are the fun
ctions fn(z) (n M 1) defined in Theorem 7.

Similarly, we have

Corollary 4. The extreme points of C(刀 a) a호e the 
functions fi(z)=z and

(3. 21) A(z) =%一 顽——一J；二g,“ 打、* (n 在 2). 
n{n~ 2an+Aot — a)

4. Application to the fractional calculus

The following definitions of 바le fractional calculus (frac- 
tional integrals and fractional derivatives) due to Owa 
(匚口,⑵).

Definition 1. The fractional integral of order 8 is defined 
by
⑷ 1) =广爲)fo(£%"旳 
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whe호e a〉0, jf(z) is an analytic function in a simply con
nected region, of the z-plane containing the origin, and the 
multiplicity of — is removed by requiring log(z —§) 
to be real when (2 —§)〉0.

Definition 2. The fractional derivative of order 8 is 
defined by

(4.2) Q”(z)= 厂(£_a)으'L (쯔］、)’

where 0 3 < 1, f(z) is an analytic function in a simply
connected region of the 2：-plane containg the origin, and 
the multiplicity of (2 —is removed by requiring 
log -- -----  to be real when 怎——> 0.

Definition 3. Under the hypotheses of Definition 2, the 
fractional derivative of order (死+ 6) is defined by

(4.3) D/W(z)=爲2”(z),

where 0 8 < 1 and 花wM={0,1,2,…}.

Applying the above definitions, we prove

Theorem 8. If f愆沱then

(4.4) \D^f(z)\ 3嘗糸" 西紐-얌一小사1 (Z+8) I (2+o){2—2a~~a)) 

and

(4.5) 1DZ-W)I 冬 7寵易 1+e点才 일-—r A1 U+o) I {^+o){2—2a—a) J

for S > 0 and \z\ = r'<Z 1. The equalities in (4.4) and (4.5) 
are attained for the function ^f(z) given by (2. 고3).

Proof. It is easy to see that
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Defining ©(%) by

(4.6) 广 （2+»2厂叮）疽六2）=z 一 支」*씐衆욮浮%k.
n=2 丄十丄十。丿

(4.7) 帯瓮읖戸 心）,
we know that ^(n) is a decreasing function of tz, that is, 
that

Thus, by usin응 (2.15) and (4.8), we have

(4.8) °〈 ©엉) W©(2)= 布

which gives (4.4), and

(4.9) + 巧川 M 1이 —。(2)1；이2 z %
n-2

> r______ 2(1 —a) 2
= (2+6)(2Ta—a)

(4° 10) 1 广(2 + 8) 2")/六2)巨|研 + 扒2)闵2 £
n=2

< r+____匹1二으)_____r2
= (2+8)(2一加一 a)

which shows (4.5). Fu호ther, the equalities in (4.4) and 
(4. 5) are attained for the function f{z) defined by

or, defined by (2.13).

(4.11) D “f(z) = 一?1+#__ |1________ 2(1 -a) 顼
'八勺 广(2 + 6)『 (2+S)(2-2ot-a) P

Using the same manner with (2. 25), we have

Theorem 9. If f(z)uC(爲 a), then

(4.12) \D-Sf{z}\ 主广&+s){1 一-(2+3)(2-^«-a) r}
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and

(4.13) 10 '(z)l=广(2+6){1+(2+6)(2—人a—a) H

for 8 > 0 and |히 二二户 1. The equalities in (4.12) and (4.13)
are attained for the function f(z) 용iven by (2.24).

Next, we prove

Theorem 10. If (爲 a), then

and

(4.14) |D & fr \\>_r1-s 2(1—a) /
'F(2-3) I (27)(2-S-a) J

(4.15) 叫"品二»{1+存諜三쓶二矿}

for OMS〈丄 and |이 = ,<I. The equalities in (4.14) and- 
(4.15) are attained for the function f3) given by (2.13),

Proof. It is clear that

where

(4.16) r(2-6)W(z)=z-另兰으*쓰档흐 3" 
«=2 1 (n+L — 0)

8
=z —2(p(n)nanzn^

n=2

Since(p3) is decreasing in n9 we have

(4.17) 心、广（/广（2一» 
眼）r（n+l-S） .

Therefore, with the aid of (2.19) and (4.18), we show that

(4.18) 0〈如0)W°(2) =堤飢.
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(4.19) ［尸(2—a)/D=f(z)匡闵一时(2) I이2 s 冲,
n=2

> r_ 2(1 —a?)_____  2
= (27)(2-;ta—a)

which is equivalent to (4.14), and

(4.20) |「(2—6)驴Z)3(z)|WI히+ 弑2)|이2 f na”
n=2

< r-|______ 2(1 —a) 广2

which gives (4.15). Furthermore, since the equalities in 
(4.14) a교d (4.15) are attained for the function f{z) defined

(4. 21) {1—(2_胃修_；,_应)사

we complete the proof of Theorem 10.

Remark 1. Letting 8 = 0 in Theorem 10, we have (2.11) of 
The야3, and letting 8-^-1 in Theorem 10, we have (2.12) 
of Theorem 3.

Finally, we have

Theorem 11. If r(z)wC(2, a), then

(4.22) \Dzsf{z}\丘广；2一6)— {1—一(2-3)(2-^«-«) r} 

and

(4.23) ID尔办弓寥莎”.(2-诚岩aF 4

for 0 8 < 1 and \z\ = r < 1. The equalities in (4.22) and
(4. 23) are attained for the function given by (2.24).

Remark 2. Taking 3—0, Theorem 11 becomes (2.22) o£
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Theorem 4. Further, letting 富一고 in Theorem 11, we have 
(2.23) of Theorem 4.
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